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preface

Although our artistic journeys have followed far different paths,
they’ve led to surprisingly similar places. Darrell’s photographs
capture in detail a two-dimensional world of light and shade,
form and texture; Monica’s cast and fabricated sculptural
objects preserve in detail and give a new order of existence to
the body and to everyday objects in a three-dimensional world
of metal, ceramic, and nontraditional materials. At a deeper
level our respective works are connected in more subtle and
significant ways. Both appear to be highly constrained visually
and absent of extreme expression or dramatic effect. Yet this
restraint is meant to liberate rather than confine – to play
on a range of thoughts and feelings. On the lighter side, the
work reveals novelty in the mundane, evoking the wonder and
amusement of it. On the darker side, it gives a sense of unease,
apprehension, and impermanence. How this austere expression
plays out in our work differs as our underlying themes diverge.
Monica’s work represented in this catalog reveals a persistent
consciousness of time as it relentlessly transforms who we are
and what we do – it is initially personal and often physically
vulnerable; it performs in the immediate time and place of
installation. In contrast, Darrell’s work is intimately involved
with where the photographs were taken, the specificity of a
distant yet certain place and context. In this collaborative
exhibition of our work, we explore these links and partings with
a wider audience for the first time.
This catalog reproduces work from the exhibition and
documents selections of Monica’s previous work including
collaborative installations with poet Zofia Burr. Zofia’s poetry
from these installations and an introductory essay are also part
of this catalog.
We extend our appreciation to University of Connecticut School
of Fine Arts Dean David Woods, Department of Art & History
Head Judith Thorpe, and the many colleagues and students who
provided their invaluable support, advice and assistance. These
include Instructional Media and Technology Director Alex
Bothell and Media Producer Dan Buttrey; Material Sciences
& Engineering Professor Harold Brody; Ceramics Technical
Assistant Chotsani Dean; Undergraduate Communication
Designer Matthew de Leon; Sculpture Professor Ray Di Capua
and Specialized Technician Gary Krewson; Graduate Assistants
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Ted Efremoff and Jason Lanka; Teaching Assistants Leigh
Mackow and Rebecca Parker; Administrative Assistants Kelly
Gillett and Cindy Pudlo; Undergraduate Communication
Designer & Studio Assistant James Maikowski; Photography
Professor Janet Pritchard; Communication Design
Professor Edvin Yegir.
Thanks always to James Hughes, Althea and Tristan
Bock-Hughes, and Renee Menegaz-Bock for their continual
patience and support.
Special thanks to M. James Scott for arranging the printing of
the catalog and advising us on preparation of digital images,
and to Zofia Burr for many years of friendship, guidance,
conversation, collaboration and inspiration.
Soft Touch/Wondering Eye was supported in part by a research
grant from Dean David Woods, University of Connecticut
School of Fine Arts.
Monica Bock, Willington, ct
R. Darrell Bock, Chicago, il
April 2006

soft touch

soft touch
Monica Bock’s work tells the time of the human body, what
in the context of reproduction we call the biological clock but
in Monica’s work engages and exceeds concerns about reproduction to meditate on the temporal processes of embodiment
more broadly. Because we ignore the literal specificity of the
“clock” in this phrase, substituting “time” in its place, we tend
to understand the “biological clock” as only metaphorically
related to a literal clock. But the times clocks tell in the specific
locations they are set to mark it are sometimes more closely
related to human time than would be expected: those clocks
sought and found in the wreckage after the recent hurricanes
in the Southeastern United States, for instance. Among the
many kinds of evidence forensic engineers pursued, they did
what they could to locate clocks and record the time and place
each stopped – this, as a way to chart the path of the water.
These clocks both stand witness to and are taken as material
evidence of that catastrophic event. If we could be objective,
they would signify regardless of other meanings we attach to
stopped clocks. But as the story is told in the old song, “My
Grandfather’s Clock” (“it stopped short, never to go again
when the old man died”), we are drawn to understand the
life of a clock in the terms of the life of a person – though in
the plainest reality, the time of the clock neither responds to
nor corresponds with the time a person lives. Yet even for
those trained in the science of material investigation, in
studying a disaster that cost so much life, the association
between clock life and human life must have been hard to
shut out. Those stopped clocks bring us face to (clock) face
with the end of life in the same instant they evoke the force
of imagination in shaping and sustaining life until that end.
I understand the objects that are created and gathered in
Monica’s installations as kin to those clocks. Each component
enacts the double and paradoxical identity of things that are
both living and not: living, insofar as they are part of embodied
existence, human as well as material; and dead, insofar as they
represent or stand for our existence, standing still and outside
of life as we move in and through it.
Monica’s choices in materials reflect her commitment as a
witness to the time kept and told by the body. She has worked
with literal relics of the body: hair, blood, teeth, umbilical
cord, and with ephemeral substances such as glycerin soap that
communicate the texture and vulnerability of flesh. Soap,
necessary in the process of caring for the flesh is worn away in
that process. It literally melts away as flesh only melts
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metaphorically. In daily contact with the flesh, soap is likewise
implicated in the gradual wearing away of the flesh and the life
it sustains.
But there is a tension in Monica’s work between the
ephemeral and the durable, between what can’t be controlled,
and what (sometimes) can. Put to use in Monica’s installations,
soap performs sometimes very much like the living flesh. It
changes in response to moisture and temperature, weeps in
the humidity, melts in the heat. At times these changes have
been in keeping with Monica’s intentions, and at times they
have not.
In humours, changes in the glycerin became integral to the
piece. To construct that installation, Monica used lead-sheathed
wooden floor and wall panels to create a semi‑enclosed chamber
within the gallery. At the center, four glycerin cast chairs faced
each other in an intimate group, as a family around an invisible
table [ Figure 11 ]. Embedded in the translucent glycerin of each
chair, lead cast letters spelled out the names of the four humors:
yellow bile, black bile, blood, and phlegm. In the poem I wrote
for the installation, I focused on the lead, a substance that is
poisonous and protective and surprisingly malleable all at once,
as an instance of the remarkable power that can be the result of
natural transformation as it takes its course over time infinitely
exceeding what we perceive as human time. Over the course of
the exhibition in the warmth of the gallery, the chairs bent one
by one, began to sag and finally collapsed, animating the space
with the energy of their disintegration. In that instance, the
behavior of the material seemed to correspond with the sense
of transformation and dissolution central to the piece.
In a later use of glycerin in the lunch bags of maternal
exposure, Monica found that changes in the bags conflicted
with her intentions. The installation was inspired by Monica’s
experience of the daily ritual of exposing her children and her
nurturing skills to public scrutiny by way of the lunches she
packed them. It consisted of 418 lead sheet bags embossed with
school and day camp lunch menus packed for her two young
children in the course of a year. She arranged the lead bags
across the floor in one half of the space in the order the original
lunches were prepared. Inserted intermittently, 88 small lead
sheet plaques replaced lunch bags to indicate sick days, snow
days, holidays - days when no lunches had to be made [ Figure 12 ].
As vulnerable counter‑parts to the protective yet poisonous lead
bags, 428 cast glycerin soap bags accumulated on the floor in
the other half of the space.

Monica knew there were going to be multiple iterations of
this remarkable piece, so she wrapped and stored the glycerin
bags in humidity-controlled storage. But eventually it became
impossible to maintain the bags in the state Monica wanted
them, warmly colored and unblemished as if like infant flesh.
Exposed over time to the dry air of heated exhibition spaces,
crystalline precipitate formed on the surface of the glycerin.
She tried melting the bags down and casting them again, but
crystals quickly re-formed on the outside as if they were fingerprints or handprints. And as if those handling the glycerin bags
had dipped their hands in flour, the prints were dusty-white.
Touching the bags in the process of moving and arranging
them had stimulated the reaction. Something had changed
where flesh encountered soap, but what caused the reaction?
The salt? The oil? The concentration of warmth? As time went
on, the crystals appeared in patterns throughout the insides of
the bags, intricate as snowflakes. The bags were unusable.
Before I got to know Monica through our collaboration, I
imagined that in the manner of those artists whose work is
pure event, she accepted this kind of change as part of the
work. In some measure, of course, she does. She invites it.
But the first time I saw Monica’s work in an installation at the
Creative Reuse Warehouse in Chicago in 1996, I saw the limits
of this invitation. A major component of still surfacing was
a window that Monica had partly bricked over with bars of
translucent golden orange glycerin soap [ Figure 15 ]. But
the soap was never quite stable in that configuration. It shifted
just enough to destabilize the whole structure, and at one
point in the run of the show, the carefully constructed wall of
rectangular bars came tumbling down. On the afternoon that
we arrived to see the piece, in fact, we found Monica in a flurry
of rebuilding. Since then I have observed Monica—and
sometimes assisted her—in other such moments. While she
chooses to work with materials that are changing and subject
to change, the forms she creates are meant in some measure
to stand—if with only the stability of children’s blocks arranged
to form the arches and turrets of a castle, such as the castle she
created for king and queen (because your mother said so)
[Figure 13 ]. As she built a castle of glycerin cast children’s blocks
and embedded in them lead cast letters arranged to spell out
the phrase because your mother said so, Monica engaged the issues
of authority and stability in the context of raising children.
Tracing on the wall behind the castle enlarged versions of a
king and queen that her daughter had drawn on a pillar in
another exhibition space, Monica recorded the emphatic mark
of a child’s resistance to this kind of declaration of authority.
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In this part of the installation, Monica articulated domestic
and familiar struggles in shapes and substances associated with
larger and potentially – if playfully – more worldly domains.
Monica describes how the familiar conflict between domestic
and professional life came to shape her creative practice. Rather
than shoring up the boundaries between these aspects of her
experience as most professional women of our and previous
generations have found it necessary to do, she took the risk of
exploring that intersection:

For better or for worse, I did not risk a third baby while on tenure track
Instead, I risked making the ordinary and extreme experience of mothering
the source of my creative production. It became imperative to make art with
and about my children, in order to process and make my reality known, but
also to stay close to my children even though more often than not the work
required me to take a step away. It was and is for me a kind of complex and
conflicted nurturing with reflection upon nurturing, a necessary kind of looking and public revelation of my looking even at what may be considered either
un-motherly or un-professional to look at. [I took] the risk of conflating two
identities in a culture that has difficulty imagining much less supporting them
as one.
Collaborating with Monica has fostered my own exploration
of nurturing as a topic and focus of my life and work. I wrote
Dedication, the text for maternal exposure, the year my
mother died and that I became pregnant with my daughter.
Empathizing with my own mother in the vulnerability of her
final illness, and with my father unexpectedly immersed in
the process of caring for her, I wrote Dedication as part of an
exploration of what makes it possible and also at times impossible to provide nurturing. Installing the text of Dedication at
Artworks in New Bedford was also the first time that as a verbal
artist I engaged the challenges of scale and medium that visual
artists regularly encounter (and manipulate) when they present their work. I had to overcome anxiety about violating the
otherwise pristine white walls of the gallery to pencil the text in
large dark script. As a teacher familiar with the blackboard, I
found it somewhat less daunting to write in chalk on the matte
black walls at Mobius in Boston the following winter, though I
also experienced a dimension of my own medium that deepened
my understanding of Monica’s engagement with materials with
which the artist has only relative control.
Monica’s next collaborative installation, repository,
premiered in June 2002 at Artemisia Gallery in Chicago,

and was recreated in February 2003 at the Urban Institute of
Contemporary Art (UICA) in Grand Rapids. At both venues,
Chicago based dancer/choreographer Julia Mayer and I
worked with her. In repository, Monica cast several hundred
bright white salt lunch bags and arranged them to surround
and support three chairs cast in amber colored glycerin soap
[ Figure 10 ]. Monica piled the bags up in heaps on the floor
under and around the chairs, lifting them off their feet as in
a flood. The image was meant to suggest the vulnerable tenacity
of mothers and children in their predicament poised between
the wild and the social. Starting with the variety of meanings
attached to salt and to the idea of repository, and linking these
elements to my experience of my daughter’s infancy, I created
the text of repository—some of it “found,” and some of it
original. Working with the dynamic of hide and seek, whispered
childhood admonitions, and plain brown paper lunch bags,
Julia devised a movement score that gave performers the
opportunity to play, and to experience the friction between
the wild domain of children and the rational language-based
realm of the adult. For opening night, local performers (eight
at Artemisia, five at UICA) improvised around the rehearsed
directives of Julia’s score. Monica, Julia, and I read the thirty
minutes of text as partner to the movement.
In a new iteration of the salt bags and the chair form, in dear
as salt, Monica cast the chair in iron (rather than glycerin),
and shaped the piece to reflect the sense of lost balance she felt
after discovering that she would be unable to conceive a third
child. At first, Monica’s turn to iron seemed like a departure
from her previous engagement with ephemeral materials. But
I have learned that the inevitable transformation of what is
embodied is also a factor in Monica’s use of more durable
materials (such as iron) that are vulnerable to change not so
much in the forms they take in the finished installation, but
in the processes of being formed.
Monica’s current work, soft touch, consists of a series of
twelve iron casts of a small girl’s hand in various positions, each
resting on its own narrow pedestal. Paired with each hand is a
plain female peg doll cast in porcelain and jointed with single
strands of embroidery thread [ Figures 1-8 ]. Monica chose to
cast the dolls in porcelain for its physical properties, its fragility
and its sheen, the value of its delicacy, for its translucence and
for its associations with the domesticity of our mothers’ generation. (The measure of “bone china,” Monica remembers, is
taken by holding a plate to the light and looking to see if you can
see your fingers from the other side.) The pairing of a sturdy
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girl’s hand supporting the limp and fragile adult proportioned
doll reflects the apparent reversal of roles that takes place as the
daughter’s strength surpasses that of her mother. Though the
size and the stance of the doll evokes the aging parent’s loss of
physical independence, the piece as a whole should suggest that
the relation between those who nurture and those who are nurtured is more complex and reciprocal than the idea of “reversal”
encompasses. The doll, for instance, is complete in a way that
contrasts with the fragmentary nature of the hand.
The twelve hands echo the twelve pairs of dental casts of tooth
for a tooth [ Figure 16 ], which chronicle the falling out and
growing in of her daughter’s teeth between June 2000 and June
2001. Monica describes tooth for a tooth as a precursor to
soft touch insofar as both installations work with cast bodyparts as a way of recording what has been lost to change, and
thereby as a way to register resistance to loss. In both instances,
the attempt to preserve what lives only as long as it changes
carries an unsettling poignancy – though in soft touch, the
hands are not arranged sequentially, and so there is no clear
“before” and “after” as there is in tooth for a tooth. But
Monica has observed another version of the “before and after”
narrative evoked by the hands. She has noted the way viewers who
encounter the piece in process consistently respond by picking
up and, in effect, cradling each hand. She takes the desire in
this gesture to hold the child’s hand as a reminder that, no
matter what we cannot really hold the child’s hand forever.
Monica describes the origin of the hands:

When my now 12-year-old daughter was small she used to work on little
projects in my studio while I worked on my bigger projects. She was most
interested in the waxes I use for casting and would dip various materials in
different waxes to create small sculptures. She was most prolific with body
casting wax that melts at a low enough temperature to apply to the skin to
create body molds. Plaster can be poured into these one-use wax molds; then
the wax is peeled away to reveal positives from which rubber molds can be
taken for casting in multiple. But my daughter’s primary fascination was with
dipping her fingers and hands into the wax and pulling off the hollow shells.
Because it was really the wax my daughter enjoyed, she rarely asked for plaster
to be cast into her molds, but collected boxes of delicate wax finger shells
and heavier wax hand molds. It is the latter hand molds that I use for soft
touch, having taken molds from the positive plasters taken from inside the
wax molds.

To those of us unfamiliar with casting, what will be submerged
in this description are the details of this intricate and arduous
process, especially as it starts with old wax patterns that were
neither created nor preserved with this use in mind. A number
of the molds were distorted in their childish making and less
than careful storage, and the fact that the plaster positives that
would come out of these molds might look rather monstrous
caused Monica to hesitate to use them. She valued what she
found beautiful about the empty space of the wax shells, beauty
that would have to be lost for uncertain gain. But she made the
commitment to the positive forms, and then created the rubber
molds from which multiple waxes would be cast. The goal was
to make the original infinitely reproducible. The risk was that
there would inevitably be some loss of detail. She then engaged
in the very sensitive process of preparing the waxes for investment in and melting out of molds that would receive the molten
metal to convey, again, the reality of the hand. This final casting
stage produces an object even further from the first plaster
positives that were already removed from the original. And,
then, finally, when the iron hands emerge from their molds
they bear the evidence of the process, the vents and the gates
that need to be cut off, as well as the inevitable distortions that
accompany the chain of copy and inversion, from (hollow)
negative to (solid) positive, to negative, and back to positive—
each a reversal and a material transformation of the previous.
The dark, somewhat ruined surface of the iron cast hands
created, for Monica, a stark contrast with the surface of the
glittering silver teeth cast for tooth for a tooth. The
difference in the behavior of these metals underlines a shift
in Monica’s interests in the time between the two installations.
While tooth for a tooth memorialized loss, soft touch
conveys something more about what is lost and changed through
even the most detailed process of remembering.
The challenge for Monica is that she wants the objects she casts
to convey the details of the body they are patterned on in such
reality that they have a kind of “natural existence.” But this,
as she says, is “fraught.” From the first stages, she labors over
perfecting the waxes, restoring the details of the original, correcting for the distortions of time, “really knowing all along
that there will be an inevitable erosion of surface and detail in
this process.” For even as the process of casting is designed to
produce this kind of reality effect, the material in which the
original is cast comes with its own changing realities especially as
the process is one of heating and cooling, by definition, one of
transformation. Monica says, “I’m intensely stressed about [the
process] the whole time, and yet want it to defy me, because on
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some level I dislike my own fussiness” about restoring the
qualities of the original. That even as she works against her
materials’ resistance to her intentions for it, she still wants it
to “defy” her, suggests the agency she attributes to materials,
the ways she knows that to articulate the meanings and the
processes of embodiment, she must deal with tension between
bodies, the reactions and interactions between like and unlike
materials. Iron, for instance, seems designed and determined
to rust. So once the details of each hand achieved for it the
status of “reality,” then the hand must be wire brushed or
sandblasted and then sealed before anyone touches it again,
before the interaction with skin salts stimulates oxidation. To
“cleanly” represent the human hand, the iron hand must be
protected from the hand itself.
Recording and cherishing the forms that are invariably changed
by time’s passing – as if their transformations could be brought
to a halt by any means short of death – as if a stopped clock could
hold time still, Monica’s work defies her and affirms life.

Figure 1-8: soft touch (mother and child), 2006 (detail)
Cast iron, cast porcelain.
Installation dimensions variable; Doll, 6.5 × 1.5 × L inches.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

I would look back
no warning would stop me
though the cost were all
that might be
what had been would be / all
of / in my sight my longing
would be to look back
to the moment over that was once
mine that was
we were
in it I would linger
though the gesture bound me
blind as stone to the place I turned
and turned salt among stone
Zofia Burr

Figure 9: dear as salt, 2004
Cast iron, cast salt, hand penciled
wall poem by Zofia Burr.
Installation dimensions variable;
Chair 32.5 × × 16.5 × × 17.5 inches.

(Because it is everywhere
it would seem
to mean nothing)
Salt I say tasting your first tear and so you are
among the elements, of the elements creature
not my own my own wild where did you come from
where do you (here but yet not among us) come from
to be
lithe tumult underfoot lifting the whole
throwing us over
what then will be safe keeping
Zofia Burr

She was I am the repository
of that abundant offering I am
offering you too much of
to hold like water
holds salt we’re buoyed along on
the weight of
as if above
yet within the repository
of such a one as you
keeps
on as salt it’s said to keep
and means keeping
the bitter to remember
a promise
to hold
open the space for that sacred nothing
is kept
but no one holds
Zofia Burr

Figure 10: repository, 2002 /3
Cast glycerin, cast salt, paper bags.
Spoken and recorded text by Zofia Burr.
Movement scored and directed by Julia Mayer.
Installation dimensions variable;
Chair 32.5 × × 16.5 × × 17.5 inches.

Figure 11: humours, 1998
Cast glycerin chairs, cast lead, sheet lead, wood.
Poetry by Zofia Burr embossed in J inch type
on 4 × 8 foot panel. Installation dimensions variable;
Chairs each 32.5 × × 16.5 × × 17.5 inches.

“[L]ead is a material different from all other materials, a metal which you feel is tired,
perhaps tired of transforming itself and that does not want to transform itself anymore:
the ashes of who knows how many other elements full of life, which thousands upon
thousands of years ago were burned in their own fire.”
- Primo Levi
A star’s last life as lead
is in working
the rock whose closed
weight seems dead
but instead is full
of deception
to absorb those perils it has lived
hidden all of the lives it has
under a skin of glass to reflect
you may weigh it against the tangle
that our dead are,
worn through like old skin
who knows how many other
elements in their own transformations
once wore
what’s left will be
wrought of the course
memory follows
after those shapes it took after
what’s left then is liquid
as feeling, elastic
as flesh.
past dissolution go likewise
open as matter’s most constant
resolve
Zofia Bur

Figure 12: maternal exposure, 2001
Folded sheet lead with embossed J inch type,
cast glycerin, hand chalked wall poem by Zofia Burr.
Installation dimensions variable;
Bags approx. 11 × × 5 × × 3 inches.

Dedication
This is For the bad mother in me I love
wanting to be kept. For
the Bad mother I love—wanting
(My mother said)
If you plan to run away, let me know and I’ll pack you a lunch,
if you want to run away, let me know and I’ll pack your bag.
Just be sure
to send us a postcard.
Just be sure to let me know.
The lunch Bag is loaded. With coming from home that is her
carried into the world. That you are Returning to. Regarded.
And what is spoken in the lunch packed and eaten,
rejected or thrown away, every day a mother is supposed
to allow the time to keep nothing of.
Nothing of what you are
returning
to loved.
Nothing of what you are returning.
A mother is supposed to allow the time to keep nothing of her
Gift. no return returned. Mother made—made mother—
no more days off from the world.
Designed against time.
To be saved Someone is of you on you
with you you are for.
Warned.
A mother is supposed to allow the time
a mother is supposed to allow the time to keep
a mother is supposed to allow the time to keep nothing
a mother is supposed to allow the time to keep nothing of her
a mother is supposed to allow the time to keep nothing of her gift
She was nurturing, and violent. She wanted.
The lunch Bag is loaded. With coming from her.
Zofia Burr

Figure 13: king & queen (because your mother said so), 1999-2000
Charcoal drawings, cast glycerin blocks, 1 inch cast lead letters.
Installation dimensions variable.

Figure 14: afterbirth (sac fluid cord), 1998
Cast glycerin, wax sealed glass bottles, amniotic sac,
amniotic fluid, umbilical cord, amozicillin.
Installation 5 × × 42 × × 14 inches.

Figure 15: still surfacing, 1996 (detail)
Glycerin bricked window.
Site specific collaborative performance installation,
Creative Reuse Warehouse, Chicago.

Figure 16: tooth for a tooth, 2004 (detail)
Sterling silver, wood.
Installation dimensions variable;
Each shelf 1.75 × × 4.5 × × 2.5 inches;
each set of teeth approx. 1 × 2 × 2 inches.

Figure 17: the uterus & its appurtenances from behind, 1990 (detail)
Oak table, porcelain dishes, lace doilies, cast silver, blood.
Table 28 inches high, 45 inches diameter;
dish 4 inches diameter.

Figure 18: pox no. 2 & pox no. 3, 2000
Injet prints.
16 × × 20 inches.

wondering eye

wondering eye

In Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes describes the camera as a
“clock for seeing,” a comparison that reciprocally illuminates
photographic equipment and timepiece (p. 15). Certainly, the
clock and the camera both divide and mark time, mark our
places in time, and thereby mark our own and time’s passing.
The camera also keeps time, but unlike a good timepiece, in
apparently sustaining moments that in the steady and continuous movement of time would have ended, it does so at uneven
and unpredictable intervals. As Susan Sontag puts it, “The
force of a photograph is that it keeps open to scrutiny instants
which the normal flow of time immediately replaces” (p. 111).
Following Sontag’s sense of “flow,” it could be said that the
time marked by the camera interrupts the flow of the river of
time by diverting it into pockets and eddies among the rocks.
But time imagined as a body of water shaped by many such
cross-currents and divergences seems less like a river and more
like the sea, a river come to the sea, perhaps, where fresh and
salt water currents mix. And the subtle force of the photograph,
what Barthes calls its “punctum,” may have something of the
stealth of an undertow.
It would be possible to categorize the kinds of images
Darrell Bock has chosen and framed, the contents of the
moments his photographs hold open beyond their time, but
it is not at the level of content that I believe he would like his
work to be characterized. Not the object, the tree, the rock, the
house, the architectural detail, that draws and shapes his gaze,
but a visual and emotional whole established within the frame,
and not the whole of a story, but of a world. Within that world,
the viewer is drawn toward something that she isn’t certain how
to name: a familiar disturbance or interest created by what? You
can’t be sure. A detail, the angle, the splendor and the relentlessness of pattern, of the multiple, a resonant configuration
of light and depth and texture, shapes or objects with dissonant
associations. Even as the place the photograph take place in
draws you toward it as if homeward, the wondering eye leaves
you wondering what you will find there.
I come to Darrell’s photographs at a twenty-five year remove
from my own brief immersion in the study and practice of black
and white photography. Even a distant familiarity with f-stops
and the fumes of darkroom chemicals is enough to indicate to
me, however, that extraordinary discipline and thoughtfulness
shape his practice. This show represents the most recent phase
in a lifelong project, albeit one that for the most part had
only the room to develop at the interstices of an already full
professional life. Working steadily at his art over the years,
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Darrell taught himself to see as the camera sees, frame, light,
and angle, and then to convey the camera’s perspective as if
it were human, as if the eye should see just as the camera
sees – into the psyche of the viewer, the mechanisms of our
perception. After a period of time studying his photographs
indoors, I have noticed how his work can alter my expectations
of the exterior world. I have found myself outside distracted by
the fussiness of color and by the details of human individuality.
Our subtlety and our complexity are best revealed, he shows us,
not in our own images or in the colors we see ourselves, but in
our artifacts and arrangements, in the basic shapes we seek and
create as if to reflect the gestures of human attitudes.
Darrell became a photographer when he was still in high
school in the small town of Oakdale, Pennsylvania. Working
with what he describes as “an antiquated 5 x 7 view camera
with a fairly good lens and a few plate holders,” he created
and occupied a role as the town portrait photographer. But
once he encountered the work of Mrs. Fannie Cassidy, a
local still life photographer who had achieved recognition at
the Pittsburgh Biennial International Photographic Salon, he
began to pursue a very different kind of subject and mode of
composition. In a picture called hornbird [ Plate 29 ], he put
together a “tabletop” arrangement of a cuckoo sculpted out of
a bull’s horn, in which the shape of the bird’s bill is echoed by
the cascade of leaves of a small philodendron plant. hornbird
is a significant divergence from portrait photography in that the
objects represented in it speak of imagination and perspective
in the absence of a particular person. Of all the photographs
gathered here, however, it is the only one in which the photographer is likely to have been able to arrange the objects under
consideration. In Darrell’s more recent work the objects are not
only “found,” they are for the most part immobile, and for that
reason or some other not subject to his arrangement. The only
arranging in evidence is of the photographer’s stance and focus.
He wants his photographs to show us what has (as if) always been
there, but that we’ve missed, not what he has created. Like his
daughter Monica, he pursues and wants to convey an artistic practice that is about seeking and recording what he finds.
While the artifacts Monica seeks are of the body, the realm of
Darrell’s exploration is the world beyond the body, and the
places we find ourselves in it.
While Darrell pursued his undergraduate and then his graduate
degrees, he suspended his work in photography, but when he
was drafted into the Army during the closing days of the Korean
Conflict and posted to what he describes as “a safe, pleasant

assignment in Puerto Rico,” he bought a Kodak Retina 35mm
and took many color slides and some black-and-white photographs. Once he was married and living in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, he was finally able to return to the darkroom. He
adopted the “zone” system of photography as Ansel Adams
described it in the first edition of The Negative, and he later
used a 1° spot meter to determine exposure and to measure
tonal range that determines contrast in the negative. He
worked initially with the Exacta, the first single-lens reflex
35mm camera, and then graduated to the 60 mm Hasselblads
and later to a 4 x 5 field camera. Since then, he has chosen to
work mostly in a medium format. [Only Plate 11 is in 35 mm; Plates
3, 10, 20 and 25 are in 4 x 5 ]. In keeping with his preference for
the “found” rather than the manipulated image, he has used
Adams’s system to convey realistic light and an apparently
natural range of density and contrast. The super wide-angle
Hasselblad has enabled him to construct a strikingly broad
frame and to express exceptional detail and perspective within it
[ Plates 9, 24 ].
Darrell describes the next phase of his photographic development as “a long period of travel pictures in the United States
and abroad, mostly at well-known and interesting locales such
as Savanna Georgia, Key West, and European cities such as
London, Florence, and Uppsala.” You might say he followed in
the peripatetic footsteps of photographers like Paul Strand and
Edward Weston. After Darrell acquired the super wide-angle
camera, he did many architectural photographs in black & white
and color of famous buildings by Frank Lloyd Wright, Mies van
der Rohe, Frank Gehry, Richard Meier, and others. But ultimately he was not satisfied with the kind of production in which
the name or the fame of the place or object may carry more
weight than form and content. He wanted to take “photographs
with more psychological depth.” Since people seldom appear
in his conception of the psychological photograph, the viewer
may be surprised to know that he was influenced in this by the
work of Diane Arbus, “whose best-known images,” as Darrell
describes them, “plumb the depths of the viewer’s
psychological response to the bizarre, pathetic, disturbing,
even repulsive, in the lives of nameless people.” But in his
images people’s presence is conjured up by their artifacts and
by the natural objects that arouse feelings: “Rocks can seem
steadfast and protective, or unstable and dangerous; trees can
suggest the struggle to survive and the infirmities of great age
and many insults. The viewer cannot help but project human
feelings upon them.”
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Interested in eliciting responses such as “wonderment, puzzlement, amusement, and wistfulness, or equally, uneasiness,
dissonance, regret, and melancholy,” from what he identifies
as a “wider” but “less intense” range of feelings than those
evoked in Arbus’s work, Darrell leaves the viewer uncertain
about the line between what she sees in the photograph and
what she brings to it. In the severed trunk of a tree that leaves
two long branches like arms uplifted, should we see praise or joy
or the suggestion of a supernatural being about to lift its wings
in flight? [ Plate 9 ]. On the face of a Japanese tomb [ Plate 22 ],
should we see a human shape enfolding its children in the
arrangement of stones? What safety or danger lies in the source
of light around the corner at Parque Güell, Barcelona [ Plate
16 ]? Are the girdled and pollarded trees in old Albuquerque
[ Plate 7 ] images of execution and mutilation? … and does the
small flowering tree represent redemption and regeneration?
The Powell Street picture [ Plate 1 ] is among a category of
photographs I think of as “human exteriors” that I am drawn
to with the sense that I probably don’t “get it” exactly. There is
something so intentional and efficient about the arrangement
and intersection of entities, garage doors, sidewalk, trolley
tracks, trees, and the patterns they create. There’s no room
for the haphazard, and yet who could have planned to bring so
much—so many purposes – together with so little room for
error. Human need and the adaptations and adjustments we
make to our spaces are layered here. The viewer may wonder
how people get their cars in and out of these garages, or how
trees can survive with so little access to earth, enclosed as they
are by cement, and apparently pressed up against the wall.
And yet there is a kind of perfect tidiness there, a sense that
everything is in its place and nothing dare spill over its tightly
prescribed boundaries – a tidiness linked perhaps to what we see
in the picture of a Tokyo construction site [ Plate 21 ]. These
(usually exterior, architectural) photographs speak of our
peculiar tendencies, of things that reveal our efforts at marking
and controlling our space.
Darrell is particularly attentive to visual echo in multiple modes
of repetition and pattern, but also careful to leave the meanings and the feelings attached to these patterns in the eyes of the
viewer. Among the more striking images that use repetition, the
Japanese cemetery raises more questions than it answers [ Plate
23 ]. It is a cemetery, after all, and should elicit a sense of loss
or at least of seriousness. But I know I am distracted from the
expected response by the arranged crowding of the tombstones,
by their apparent precariousness stacked on and up against the

staggered precipice. I am intrigued by the depth of the image,
the significant distance from foreground to background.
Viewing this picture in the light of Monica’s work, I am reminded
of the arrangement of lead bags in maternal exposure [ Figure
12 ]. Here we see a shared interest in multiples, in the repetition
of basic shapes. In both Darrell’s photograph and in Monica’s
photograph of her installation, time marches on, conveying and
then consuming individuality, itself consumed like the lunch
with only its list of contents left as evidence of what it contained,
of what made it particular—the lunch bags like tombstones,
keeping only a name and set of dates. The perspective on both
images is from too far back to focus on the particulars, on the
differences between one repeated object and another. From
the broad view, we see how the specifics pale in comparison
with the statement made by the whole, which so far submerges
the individuality of any one component. The vision, in both
instances, encompasses something large and potentially threatening, even deadly. But the view of the artist is wry. Taking at
least borderline delight in the spectacle of repetition, the artist
affirms the substance of time, records the odd rhythms of our
being like punctuation. In these places, human time marches;
it does not creep.
While nothing on the photographer’s part seems accidental
in the composition of Darrell’s photographs, what they often
reveal is the enlivening accident (or incidental or unintended
or uncertainty or question). The gaze is loving, but without
the stickiness of reverence. As willing to focus on patterns on
the street as in the graveyard, he treats what is natural and what
humans have created with the same discernment. He looks for
what is there and convinces us so well that he has found it that
the details of the world outside his photographs, color, people,
can look like an imposition on reality (even as from some other
perspectives they go closer to reality). In the rare places people
appear in his photographs, they do not seem to be the point.
They do not represent individuals, or perhaps as individuals,
what’s clear is that they/we are only passing through, and yet
there is no grief or loss attached to that. The individuals that
appear in the intersection of rue de turin and rue du
moscou revisited [ Plate 8 ], for example, replace the people
figured in Caillebotte’s painting Paris Street; Rainy Day, 1877 of
the same intersection 123 years later, and signal that they/we will
also be replaced.
Darrell’s photographs celebrate with quiet intensity what is
larger and more enduring than we are, and help us see the
sometimes charming and sometimes alarming swagger in our
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own miniature status. The objects from the natural world that
he puts before our eyes have become what they are so slowly that
humans don’t perceive the movement or the growth. Especially
the rocks mark time way beyond our human lifetimes, and so
may time appear to stand still. What we do can’t touch them, but
human perception shapes how we see them.
Apparently at the other end of the temporal continuum,
Monica’s work tells the time of the human body. Like her
father, however, whose interest is in the found image, her
work is based on cast impressions of found forms. The
juxtaposition of Darrell’s image that might be titled, the
party’s over [ Plate 28 ], in which the chairs have been put
up around the table, off balance and yet at rest, and the final
image of Monica’s humours, in which the chairs lay broken
on the floor as if in the wake of rough activity is telling. The
point, finally, is not that the party ends and will end, but that
we have so much at stake in there being a party and feel so
many things about its end.
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